1. See low roof plan A2.1 for prefomed corners and ends.
2. All copings lengths shall not exceed 10'-0".
3. Weld and grind smooth all seams prior to paint coating.
5. Provide 12" backing plate at joints. See detail 2/A2.1.

COPING NOTES

- Prefomed coping, 10'-0" section max. See detail for alternate assemblies.
- Provide Alum backing plate at joint as shown.
- Sealant 1 ea side of hemmed drip edge.
NOTE: TILE LAYOUT PATTERN IS INTENDED TO SHOW DESIGN INTENT. IT IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND NOT TO SCALE. PATTERN IS INTENDED TO BE REPEATED IN ITS ENTIRETY AS REQUIRED TO COVER THE AREA INDICATED IN ELEVATIONS. REFERENCE SPECIFICATION FOR ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND COLORS.

GENERAL INTERIOR ELEVATION NOTES
1. REFERENCE G0 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION
2. REFERENCE MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, AND DATA DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL WALL MOUNTED ITEMS
3. REFERENCE REFLECTED CEILING PLANS FOR CEILING HEIGHT AND HORIZONTAL LOCATION OF LIGHT FIXTURES
4. DIMENSIONS ARE FROM FINISH FLOOR, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
5. PROVIDE UNIFORMED SIZE ACCESS PANELS AT SINGLE ELEVATION ON EACH ELEVATION WHERE MULTIPLE PANELS OCCUR

ADMIN. W.C.

FAMILY W.C.
A6.4

GENERAL INTERIOR ELEVATION NOTES:
1. REFER TO G0 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION
2. REFER TO MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, AND REFLECTED CEILING PLANS FOR ADDITIONAL WALL MOUNTED ITEMS
3. REFER TO REFLECTED CEILING PLANS FOR CEILING HEIGHT AND HORIZONTAL LOCATION OF LIGHT FIXTURES
4. DIMENSIONS FROM FLOOR TO CEILING UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
5. PROVIDE UNIFORMED SIZE ACCESS PANELS AT SINGLE ELEVATION ON EACH ELEVATION WHERE MULTIPLE PANELS OCCUR

LIBRARY 107 | NORTHWEST

LIBRARY 107 | WEST

LIBRARY 107 | NORTHEAST

ADMIN 121 ENTRY | WEST

ADMIN 121 ENTRY | EAST

ADMIN 121 ENTRY
GENERAL INTERIOR ELEVATION NOTES:
1. REFERENCE G0 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARY AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. REFERENCE MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, AND DATA DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL WALL MOUNTED ITEMS.
3. REFERENCE REFLECTED CEILING PLANS FOR CEILING HEIGHT AND HORIZONTAL LOCATION OF LIGHT FIXTURES.
4. DIMENSIONS ARE FROM FINISH FLOOR, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
5. PROVIDE UNIFORMED SIZE ACCESS PANELS AT SINGLE ELEVATION ON EACH ELEVATION WHERE MULTIPLE PANELS OCCUR.

LIBRARY 107 | SOUTH

LIBRARY 107 | EAST
GENERAL CEILING PLAN NOTES

1. REFER TO SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
3. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
4. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF GYPSUM FRAMED CEILING STRUCTURE FROM NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
5. REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING FIXTURE TYPES.
6. REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
7. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT. OBTAIN APPROVAL OF THE LAYOUT FROM THE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF ALL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES.
8. ALL EXTERIOR EAVE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

8'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

6'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD SOFFIT ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

10'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

9'-0" OPEN TO SLAT
WOOD ABV.

3/3/14 REF GL SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF GYPSUM FRAMED CEILING STRUCTURE FROM NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING FIXTURE TYPES.
REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT. OBTAIN APPROVAL OF THE LAYOUT FROM THE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF ALL SYSTEMS AND DEVICES.
ALL EXTERIOR EAVE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.

SCALE: 3/16" = 1'-0"

RCP LOWER ENLG
1. REF G0 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRRAIN MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
3. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND AREAS INDICATED.
4. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMES TO BE ENRICHED WITH COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
5. REF ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LOCATION OF LIGHT FIXTURE TYPES.
6. REF MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
7. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED TO NOT BE REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
8. ALL EXTERIOR EAVE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANTS.

GENERAL CEILING PLAN NOTES:

12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12'

SCALE: 3/16" = 1'-0"
1. REFER TO SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
3. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
4. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMING ON NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
5. REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING Fixture TYPES.
6. REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
7. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
8. ALL EXTERIOR EDGE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.
9. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
10. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMING ON NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
11. REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING Fixture TYPES.
12. REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
13. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
14. ALL EXTERIOR EDGE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.

GENERAL CEILING PLAN NOTES:

1. REFER TO SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
3. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
4. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMING ON NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
5. REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING Fixture TYPES.
6. REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
7. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
8. ALL EXTERIOR EDGE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.

GENERAL CEILING PLAN NOTES:

1. REFER TO SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
2. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
3. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
4. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMING ON NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
5. REFER ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING Fixture TYPES.
6. REFER MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
7. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
8. ALL EXTERIOR EDGE WOOD SYSTEMS TO BE TREATED WITH FIRE RETARDANT.
1. REF ELECTRICAL PLANS FOR LIGHTING FIXTURE TYPES.
2. REF MECHANICAL PLANS FOR LOCATIONS OF CEILING DIFFUSERS.
3. FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS AND OTHER DEVICES ARE SHOWN FOR ARCHITECTURAL INTENT ONLY. DEVICES NOT SHOWN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED THAT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR QUANTITY AND LOCATION OF ALL DEVICES THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.
4. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
5. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF GYPSUM FRAMED CEILING STRUCTURE FROM NON-COMPOSITE METAL DECK IS NOT ALLOWED.
6. REF G0 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR CODE SUMMARIES AND EXTENT OF FIRE-RATED CONSTRUCTION.
7. COORDINATE ALL CEILING FRAMING AND SEISMIC REINFORCEMENT MEMBERS WITH ALL MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, FIRESPRINKLER PIPING, AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
8. PROVIDE CEILING FRAMING CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ALL TRIM WORK AND LIGHTING INDICATED.
9. STRUCTURAL SUPPORT OF CEILING FRAMING AND CEILING SURFACE MATERIAL IS NOT ALLOWED.
10. RCP UPPER.

GENERAL CEILING PLAN NOTES:

1. IF THE ABOVE DIMENSION DOES NOT MEASURE ONE INCH (1") EXACTLY, THIS DRAWING WILL HAVE BEEN ENLARGED OR REDUCED, AFFECTING ALL LABELED SCALES.

SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0"